ARE RADIO WAVES AND BEAMS BEING USED AGAINST US
Okay, so after looking at the title of this blog entry you’re probably thinking that I’ve
gone off of my nut. Trust me, I have no conclusive answers and all I can really do is relate things
that have happened to me and to loved ones and to friends.
Several years ago, I went to what was dubbed a “Christian” music event which consisted
of loud guitars, strong bass beats and strong drum beats. Personally, I don’t like things like that
so after a little while I excused myself and waited in the car for my friends to finish with their
entertainment needs. Note that I didn’t say praise and worship, I said entertainment because that
is what it was; basically, it glorified men, not Yahweh.
During my short stay there I noticed something that I had never noticed years earlier
when I attended concerts with very loud rock and roll bands. I mused during this concert that
something had changed and it bothered me. While I stood there, I could feel the beat of the
drums and the very deep bass guitars actually bothering the inside of my body, like there was a
vibration going on inside that upset my system. I felt it most in my heart (physical heart) which
seemed to have an upset beat from what I was hearing (and also feeling). Aside from the music
being crap, I left because a few years earlier I had been diagnosed with paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation and it almost felt like the music was going to throw my heart of of rhythm. If you’ve
ever had an irregular heart beat you know that once it’s beating normal again you want it to stay
that way as long as possible. What happened that night was a real wake-up call for me because it
showed me that sound can be used to disturb the inside workings of our bodies as well as the
outsides of or form.
I have always looked into “conspiracies,” and I’ll admit that they have always fascinated
me. I think the fascination comes partly from what seems so far out of the box sometimes that in
some cases is revealed to be truth. I can remember back when I was a young child, that my dad
had an interest in UFOs and Extraterrestrials. After he died my I decided to ask my uncle if
he know why my dad was so curious. He told me that my dad had some sort of experience onenight years earlier while he was night fishing in Northern New Jersey. There were times that my
dad would build friendships with other men and sometimes he would share his belief in UFOs,
most of the time to be labeled as the crazy guy that believed in “little green men.” Back in that
day UFOs were seen as something that only the lunatic fringe believed in and it was one of those
far-out conspiracies that I mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph. Now however it seems

like more people believe in some sort of UFO reality than those who debunk the notion. An aside
to my dad being labeled crazy for believing in UFOs happened one summer when I had an
encounter. Dad told a friend in confidence about my encounter and about UFOs in general only
to be laughed. The man, Conrad Tutella lived three doors down so there was no escaping the
strange looks that we got from him, but for only a day or two. About three days later Conrad
came to our front door and wanted to talk to my dad. He looked shaken and scared. He confided
in my dad that the very next Monday morning he was leaving for work and while driving he was
“buzzed” for a few miles by what he called “one of those UFOs you always talk about.” I still
laugh about that when it comes to mind.
Over the years I’ve read many articles about government facilities where many different
things are performed. Some say that there are labs where genetic experiments happen to
create animal to animal hybrids and possibly even human animal hybrids. I’ve read about
HAARP, what is thought to be a weather modification program that the government
runs. However, in recent years it is thought that HAARP can also be used to conduct behavior
modification in humans. There is also a conspiracy about something called “Project Blue Beam,”
something that can be used to put thoughts directly into the mind of people. Stories abound about
how the military has used Blue Beam to actually place the voice of Allah in the minds of
captured terrorists to get them to reveal who they work with and such. I don’t know, but did any
of you think it odd that on almost the same day as September 11, 2001 the government knew
exactly who was responsible for the attacks? Perhaps they knew ahead of time about the attacks,
or maybe they used something like Blue Beam to get the terrorists to conduct the attack.
One conspiracy that came to be known as fact was what was called Project Paperclip.
Back at the end of World War Two the US government struck deals with some of the Nazi
scientists and intelligence officials to let them off the hook if they would come to the United
States and reveal their secrets and techniques. These scientists were moved to military bases, but
the intelligence officers were melded into what was then called the OSS, which soon was
renamed to the CIA. We’ve all heard horror stories about how the CIA and the military complex
conducted experiments on unsuspecting individuals and even cities. The CIA has even admitted
to some of these things. The government that good Americans trusted for years quickly turned
to using the American public as laboratory rats in mind control and other heinous acts.
Now it would be very easy to take all of the ills of society and place the blame on the
government. I mean, that is what society is about, nothing is ever our fault, there always seems to
be a scapegoat. A lot of blame for bad behavior should correctly be placed on people themselves.

We live in a society that has turned against the only person that give a person a sound mind and
heart, that person being Yeshua Ha Mashiach (Jesus Christ). The three themes that came out of
the 1960’s and thereafter are: “God is Dead,” “If if feel good, do it,” and “I did it my way.” I call
this the sociopath/psychopath mantra cocktail. These have replaced the Golden Rule which said,
“do unto others as you have them do unto you.” With generations of people that have grown up
with such a mindset you can see how fertile a ground the minds of people have become for both
human and spiritual forces to take over minds. If people are being used as pawns by government
devices then the chance is good that they (the people) have somehow surrendered their personal
sovereignty through abandoning the only one that can guide a person in goodness
and replacing Him with satanic desires. It needs to be stressed that the Church is not immune
from this action. It seems to stand out more in the Church because the Body of Mashiach is
supposed to be the model by which the world views Yahweh, his justice, his holiness and his
glory. Sadly, however even many churches are just social meeting places where the people have
a form of godliness but deny His power.
I’ve brought this up about the unholiness of much of the church because there are many
running to and fro in Christianity who cite scriptures like:
No weapon that is formed against you shall prosper; and every tongue that shall rise
against you in judgement you shall condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of
YAHUAH, and their righteousness is of me, says YAHUAH. Yeshayahu (Isaiah) 54:17 Et
Cepher
Now this is a wonderful scripture and a wonderful promise by Yahweh, but there is a
caveat. The thing is that we have to be righteous, and that righteousness has to come from and be
of Yahweh, not of ourselves. Yeshua (Jesus) said that those who love him will keep His
Commandments. Yeshua didn’t have the Brit Hadasha (New Testament) to quote and/or refer
from, so it is obvious that He was referring to the Torah. He followed the Torah and preached
from the Tanakh (Old Testament) during his whole ministry. He honored Torah and we should
too. Yes, some parts of Torah have been fulfilled, but those things dealt with sacrificial
atonement for sin and death.
In addition, when describing the scripture in Yeshayahu, we have to make note that it
says that the weapon will not prosper. The question has to be asked, is the scripture talking about
the weapon not prospering against our bodies or our livelihoods or is it that the weapons will not
prosper against what Yahweh’s will for our lives and the glory that He receives in or through our

lives? Seeing that each and every day good and solid believers in Yeshua are maligned, tortured
and martyred for the cause of Mashiach would negate that the scripture is talking about our
bodies, our plans and such, but the very fact that these things happen every day and that
Yahweh’s glory is shown through those things denotes that this is what that scripture is talking
about.
As time progresses and the return of Yeshua draws near it is clear that things will grow
progressively worse for those who love and follow Yeshua. The Fellowship of Yeshua has
suffered for centuries in the east, but until recent years the Fellowship has gone relatively
unscathed. We are going to see strange and unusual things happening to Yahweh’s people
because the hatred for Yeshua’s people is growing so strong that all hell will be allowed to break
loose. The government in particular which is aligning itself with Islam will be a major player in
the persecution. Jews and Christians will be arrested, tortured and killed for the sake of
Mashiach. But, just as Joseph Mengele was allowed to conduct unusual studies and hideous
experiments on Jews during World War Two, so too will government forces test new devices of
death and torture on both suspecting and unsuspecting believers.
If you’ve been able to research the use of different kinds of radio waves on human minds
you have seen that there are many ways to influence minds and to destroy them. There are many
stories to be found while researching that come from former government officials and victims of
these experiments; so much so that I will not elaborate on them. I will however tell of
experiences of some close to me and even things that have happened to me.
I firmly believe that when people become involved in the research of the things that
government and/or fallen entities are doing, they put themselves as risk, sort of putting oneself
on the radar of the enemies of Elohim. At or around 2008 I was approached by a woman on the
internet who wanted to tell me about what the Elites were doing to her. She had been a
researcher for a long time and has revealed a lot of things. She lived in Scotland in a little village
where she felt that perhaps she could be safe, but that was to no avail. As we became familiar
with one another she began to tell me about lesions that she was getting on her brain that had the
doctors baffled. She said that parts of her skull would become malformed for periods of time,
which would be a sign of encephalitis, yet the doctors could not find swelling. She had even had
exploratory surgery on her brain that never brought the doctors to any conclusions. She was
reaching out to Christian researchers about her malady but wanted to share with me what was
happening. She attributed it to the ability of the Elites to use focused beams of energy that could
actually destroy a person’s mind. I have to admit that at first, I was skeptical, and I thought that

there might be mental illness speaking to me I decided to pray and to look up signs and
symptoms of schizophrenia and other delusion causing factors. What brought me around to
thinking that this woman was telling me the truth was that she provided me with names of
doctors, dates of procedures and such, plus I started to find more cases from other sufferers on
the internet that mirrored almost exactly what this woman was telling me. Later, these kinds of
things would hit a lot closer to home.
In 2007 I was blessed to meet a woman online named Maria de Lourdes. She was from
Mexico City and we hit it off right away. In April of 2008 I flew to Mexico City to meet her and
her family and to propose to her. On the flight to Mexico, early in the morning (I flew the redeye flight) I noticed that the plane was flying through what appeared to be chemtrails. I had
always heard that jetliners recycle and scrub the air in the cabin so it didn’t concern me too
much, that is until I arrived in Mexico City via Guadalajara. My trip to see my future wife was
wonderful except for the bronchitis that I developed while there, and that persisted for three
months after I arrived home. Ever since that time I have the displeasure of catching bronchitis
very easy and it always lasts for months before it leaves. Currently, as I write this in August, I
am still affected except it has now turned to asthmatic bronchitis and I first came down with it
this last January. The Chemtrails got me. You see, planes do take in air from the outside when
flying, please don’t believe otherwise.
Sorry that I got off subject. Lourdes and I married in October of 2008 and she moved to
California right after the honeymoon. Lourdes had never been in the best of health. She was born
with a congenital heart defect that had been corrected through surgery when she was a small girl,
but she still tired easy. Her blood oxygen levels always scared doctors, getting as high as 70%;
but never what healthy people have. The doctors were amazed that she had survived to her age of
45 years, her age when we married. Lourdes believed in the demonic aspect of UFOs and alien
abduction, having had several encounters of both during her life. She left Catholicism and was a
believer in Yeshua, having been pretty well disowned by her family who tolerated her, but not
much more than that.
In the Spring of 2010 Lourdes asked me a question that I will never forget. She asked me
if I heard the humming noise when we were lying in bed at night. She said that it sounded like it
was coming from inside of her head, but wasn’t sure. I told her that I didn’t hear it at all but I
was concerned that maybe she had become a target and would be victimized because of the
research that I was doing with my friend Jim Wilhelmsen in regard to a variety of different
conspiracies, especially the one where we often spoke about Nazism not being destroyed, but

transferred to the United States after the war ended. Around August of 2010 I got a call at work
from Lourdes, who never called me at work. She said that she had been typing but the words that
she was forming in her mind were not what was coming onto the computer screen. I told her to
take two aspirin and to call 911 immediately, and that I was coming right home. When I got
home I noticed that an ambulance had been called by the apartment manager Janette whom
Lourdes had called instead of 911. She was taken to our local hospital and after a variety tests it
was determined that Lourdes had suffered a Trans-ischemic Attack, in layman’s terms, a ministroke. She came home the next day feeling better and with a prescription for warfarin, a blood
thinner.
Fall came around and Lourdes was feeling much better and we started entertaining
thoughts of moving to Texas so that she could be closer to some family and friends. Christmas
was coming near and we made plans to go to Las Vegas where her family would be meeting for
the holiday. On December 23rd Lourdes told me that she didn’t feel well, that she had a small
fever and that she was tired. I had used up all of my sick time at work so we agreed that I should
sleep in the living room so that I didn’t catch any bug that she was coming down with. I woke up
around 1 AM just to check on her and found her in the bathroom. I tried to wake her up but she
would not wake up. Finally, after half an hour of trying to wake her I called an advice nurse who
called to have an ambulance sent to the apartment. They arrived and determined that she needed
to get to the hospital right away. She was brought to ER and admitted right away. An MRI of her
brain showed that she had an abscess in her brain and that it had burst causing a massive
infection. She was sent to ICU where they put her on large amounts of antibiotics with no result.
She died on December 29th from her injury and meningitis. An interesting note is that my dad
also died of meningitis in 1999 after a botched attempt to remove a tumor from his pituitary
gland. He languished in the hospital from April 18th till July 21st of that year before the
meningitis took his life. I say that because it was in 1999 that I started the Delusion Resistance
ministry, dedicated to exposing lies and deceit that will be part of the “great delusion.”
Well, around the time of Lourdes’ death I heard from Jim Wilhelmsen who had some
interesting news. He told me that the wife of a fellow researcher was having issues with her
brain, but hers were resolved in time, before they could worsen. In addition, he had heard of
other women who were researchers who were having brain issues. There were now too many
cases for it to be coincidence. The Elites, whether they be human or fallen angels were messing
with those trying to expose them. After Jim and I went public with the fact that so many
woman’s brains were being affected, it suddenly stopped.

At or around Resurrection Day (pagan Easter) in 2011 I was driving home from family
time at my sister’s home. She lived about 35 miles to the southwest of my home. I always took
the Interstate 80 bypass instead of driving through Sacramento; it’s quicker and less congested,
and, the drivers were less arrogant. There is a bridge that crossed the Sacramento River that
arches fairly high over the river. After I crested the bridge and started the downward side, I had
the strangest event. It was though I was dreaming, almost paralyzed, almost like the beginning of
a sleep paralysis event. I was cognizant of everything that was going on, but I felt fear and I felt
like I did not control my body for the period of two or three seconds. Again, it felt like sleep
paralysis. With all of the willpower that I could muster I seemed to shake myself out of this state
of being. I wondered if I experienced a mini stroke or something of that sort, but deduced that it
was too short of an event and I did overcome it. It did scare me and had me worried for a few
days. I dismissed this event and moved on with life, forgetting it until I would have to cross that
bridge again. A couple of months had gone by and I went down to Solano County to visit friends
and family. Again, on my way home I crossed that bridge again and right at the same place on
that bridge the same thing happened again. The first occurrence was freaky, but a second
occurrence at the same spot on the bridge was not a coincidence. Not just that, but it happened a
total of four times. After the fourth time I started to take a different route to visit my sister and
friends, a route that was ten miles longer but that lacked the freaky feeling. I sometimes wonder
if I was targeted there or if this is a fairly common occurrence due to the fact that there are
towers in that area and perhaps, they are being used to test effects on humans that pass-through
beams of radio waves.

The red mark is where the events occurred.

Map shows all of the towers in the area, many of them with Cell and Microwave Capability
I would say that probably most of you have seen those ugly towers that seem to be all
over the place here in the United States. They call these things Cell Towers, and I have no doubt
that they are used for that purpose, but the question needs to be asked, what about Mexico? I
have been several places in Mexico and one thing that I didn’t see is those ugly towers. Now I
understand that a lot of Mexico is rural and if you went into some village and showed someone
a cellphone, they would ask you what it is used for. However, while in Mexico City I saw
absolutely zero, nil, none of those ugly towers. I have been told, and I have read that in Mexico
City, and other towns and cities in Mexico they use small boxes that they mount on the outside
of buildings and guess what; the cellular reception around Mexico is superior to what it is in the
USA. So why do we have those ugly towers here in the States? Could it be that the towers, in
addition to having cellular capabilities, have other purposes? Can they be used to triangulate on
people or places? Could two or three of those towers have been used to find my location on that
bridge those four times? Were the towers used to destroy my first wife’s brain and the brain of
others like the woman in Scotland? In addition to cell towers, are they used for HAARP,
Bluebeam and/or other nefarious purposes?
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Discrete Cell Pods in Mexico City
Let’s look at a few possibilities. First, let me ask you a question. Have you ever studied
the faces of people who have committed school or mall shootings? Look at their mug shots, they
are available online. They all look like they are not fully there, like they are under someone’s
control. Nearly all of them have blank stares with the flattest affects that I have ever seen. They
look like they were turned on for a purpose and turned off when they were no longer needed.
Aside from the fact that they are all liberal democrats, or come from that sort of family, the vast

majority of them were on SSRI drugs and were being treated for depression. Could SSRI drugs
be used to enhance the ability for someone to take over control with the right frequency? Are
things like Project Bluebeam being used to make the Europeans pacifists so that the Muslims can
take over Europe? Are the leaders of Europe being manipulated by these processes? Are young
black men being programmed to come against armed police officers and/or are the police being
programmed to murder blacks? Are blacks being programmed to take to the streets through the
use of frequencies? Will a race war be precipitated by men with remote controls who will agitate
both white supremacists and black militants to begin a civil war in this country?
Yet another thing that I have determined is that many people that I know seem to have
some sort of memory problems. I know that as a person ages the memory process as well
deduction processes slow a bit, that is natural. However, this memory situation seems to be
affecting people in their forties and sometimes earlier, and of course those of us in our fifties and
sixties. I find myself grasping for words and there are times that my short-term memory doesn’t
work well. I was working a few weeks ago and during a debriefing meeting I couldn’t think of
words that I wanted to say during the meeting. I was embarrassed and my boss looked at me like
he was concerned, but also that he understood. Seeing that he is right about my age perhaps he
has the same thing going on. Talking with Jim Wilhelmsen he confirmed that he has been going
through this and he also said that he’s run into several younger people that are having the same
problems. Could it be the towers emitting radio waves that interfere with our memory processes,
or are they trying to destroy our memory centers in our brains? Could chemtrails factor into this
scenario. There are many Chemtrail researchers that have had the constituents of Chemtrails
analyzed and many times aluminum is a major component. Aluminum is easily absorbed into the
body. It enters the blood stream and like any metal it settles into our bodies, especially the brain.
The brain conducts electricity in neuron impulses and such (along with chemical receptors). If
you were to throw aluminum strips into your computer case chances are good that at least one of
the strips would cause a short circuit on the motherboard.
I know that I have posed some interesting suppositions. Perhaps these technologies exist
or they are figments of imaginations. However, having had personal experiences and my loved
ones having seemed to have paid the ultimate price at the devices of these men and fallen ones, I
have to believe that technology exists that can cause people to be manipulated or to even be
killed by that technology. It is very important that in these evil days that we keep our eyes on
Yeshua and we keep in his Word every waking chance. It is possible that the technology will be
used to try to influence us to do things that we would not normally do. Look at what happened
when Yeshua was in the wilderness; he was tempted my Satan. His answers to all of Satan’s

temptations were scripture in its correct interpretation. And I’m not going to candy coat
anything. Yes, there is a chance that the technology will be used to harm us or even kill us, but it
is important to remember that such things do not happen without Yahweh’s permission and those
things will bring Yahweh glory, and if it brings death, then we go to be with Yeshua in perfect
peace and contentment.
These things only enforce my exhortation to you about being in the Word of Yahweh at
every possible moment. Yeshua used scripture to defeat Satan during his time of testing and we
should do likewise. We’re told, “Resist the devil and he will flee from you.” Yeshua used the
Word of Yahweh to resist the devil and we should also. That means actually cracking open the
Bible and reading its pages. That means asking Yahweh before we start reading for him to reveal
His word to us and that He send the Ruach Ha Kodesh to not only decode it for us, but to help us
to apply Yahweh’s Word to our lives. And folks, I mean read it, and don’t just listen to your
pastor or radio ministry read it to you. You need to read it for yourselves and to have His Word
living inside of you so that when the day comes, you’ll be able to provide answers to those who
ask questions and, you will be able to resist the tempter when he comes to you.
I do believe that fervent prayer can help in that we can pray that Yahweh will take those
waves and turn them right around so that they affect those who want to do us harm. He is more
than capable of doing this. Just a couple of years ago when the Philistinians were launching
missiles at Israel winds would come from the east to blow the missiles right back into
Philistinian territories and/or out to sea. One newspaper quoted a Philistinian as saying, “Their
God changes the directions of our missiles.” You see, even the Muslims know that we serve
different Gods! We can fight these things and be victorious and we can see the enemy put to
shame if that is the will of Yahweh. If the enemy is successful in harming us in some way with
these ray weapons then perhaps it is meant to be, but remember that Yahweh works a purpose in
everything so that it is used for His Glory and our ultimate benefit, whether that benefit be
victory over the enemy here on earth, or our dispatch to heaven to be with Yeshua and Aveinu
(our Father). We can only pray that His will is done on Earth as it is done in Heaven.

